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We are very pleased with the quality and range of our stock since our 
recent buying trip. We were very fortunate in being able to source 
quantities and rare sizes in Burmese and African Ruby which, due 
to mining difficulties, are quite scarce. There is a large selection of 
Sapphire in all colours including some unheated material sourced 
from Burma, Madagascar and Sri Lanka. We have an extensive 
stock of Alexandrite from 0.20ct to approx 2.70ct. The stock of 
Aquamarine, Spinel, Tourmaline, all varieties of Garnet and Quartz 
are looking great.

Sales of fine quality sapphires and Rubies are strong but also fine 
one off pieces in the less common gems are also selling well. There 
is a strong demand for round Sapphires 6 to 6.5mm as many clients 
are buying finished unset rings which take 1ct diamonds. Please be 
aware that this is a difficult size to find due to high demand and good 
quality sapphire crystals are not easily cut into this size.

One With the Lot
During our recent buying trip we were offered Ruby (and we use the 
term loosely) that had endured many treatments to become saleable. 
Without these treatments it is just unsaleable junk. Following is a 
guide to Ruby treatments.

Natural Unheated Ruby
Facetted unheated Ruby can command very high prices overseas 
especially in Japan and America but it is often very silky and dull and 
not popular in the Australian market.

Traditional Heat Treated Ruby
Certain natural Rubies can be heated which 
removes silk and secondary colours and improves 
transparency. This treatment has been used for over 
40 years. This is an accepted process and classed as 
Natural Ruby.

Beryllium Treatment
During the heat treatment process beryllium is introduced into the 
crystal lattice, vastly improving the colour of inferior 
coloured Ruby. The treatment seems to be permanent 
and stable. Beryllium treated Ruby is much cheaper 
than heat treated Ruby of a similar colour. This Ruby is 
colour enhanced and the process must be disclosed.

Glass Surface Filled
Pits or holes on the gems surface are filled with lead glass instead 
of polishing them out and reducing the size of the 
ruby. This treatment can be observed with the aid 
of a handlens and reduces the price of the Ruby. 
Glass filling of a Ruby must be disclosed.

THE FOLLOWING PROCESSES USE VERY POOR QUALITY RUBY AND 
CAN EASILY BE DESTROYED BY CHEMICALS OR HEATING DURING 
JEWELLERY REPAIRS AND HOUSEHOLD CLEANING PRODUCTS.

Glass Fracture Filled Ruby
Poor quality ruby which has a myriad of fractures 
breaking the surface, often opaque and virtually 
worthless is filled with glass to disguise the 
fractures. Often the stone may comprise of more 
glass than Ruby. This material is very prevalent in the market place 
now, price between $5 and $15 per carat. This treatment must be 
disclosed. Rubies treated in this manner cannot be termed natural.

With The Lot
Rubbish ruby is heated, beryllium treated, glass filled and also 
seemed to have a surface coating which we couldn’t identify. We saw 
it in small and very large sizes and cabochons. It is cheap between $5 
and $15 per carat. This treatment must be disclosed. Rubies treated in 
this manner cannot be termed natural.

Red Gems
The gem for the 40th wedding 
anniversary Ruby, is always 
popular in either the darker 
African variety or the more vibrant 
Burmese type. It is becoming 
increasingly hard to source and fine quality gems over 1.5ct are 
very rare. We stock Ruby from 1mm through to fine single gems. 
Burmese Red Spinel is a wonderful fine red alternative to Ruby, it’s 
hardness is 8 and it is available in sizes much larger than Ruby. The 
“Black Prince Ruby” in the Crown Jewels is actually a Red Spinel. 
We have diamond cut rounds from 2mm to large individual gems 
up to approx 6ct. The birthstone of January is Garnet, available in 
red from the less expensive darker Pyrope colours through to fine 
red colours in Rhodolite and Almandine. Rubellite Tourmaline, 
the birthstone for October, comes in deep red to pinky red and is 
available in individual gems. Some single gems in red and brownish 
red are available in Zircon.
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